Approximation only by derivative (or more generally momentum) expansions, combined with reparametrization invariance, turns the continuous renormalization group for quantum eld theory into a set of partial dierential equations which at xed points become non-linear eigenvalue equations for the anomalous scaling dimension . W e review how these equations provide a powerful and robust means of discovering and approximating non-perturbative continuum limits. Gauge elds are briey discussed. Particular emphasis is placed on the rôle of reparametrization invariance, and the convergence of the derivative expansion is addressed.
This talk is about derivative (or more general momentum) expansions as applied to the renormalization group, in a quantum eld theory setting. The motivation is simply this: I want to construct analytic approximation methods with as much reliability and accuracy as possible even when there are no obviously small parameters, e.g. = 4 D , 1 = N etc. with which one could expand perturbatively. (Here, D is space-time dimension, and N is the number of components of the eld.) In other words, I want to look for approximations that work in a genuinely non-perturbative setting. Now, as Wilson was instrumental in demonstrating, the continuum limit of a quantum eld theory can non-perturbatively be best understood in terms of the ow o f an eective action S ['] under lowering an eective U.V. (ultra-violet) cuto . 1 Thus in this framework one works with a ow equation that generically takes the form @ @ S ['] = F [ S ] ; (1) where the cuto is implemented through some eective U.V. cuto function C U V ( q;). (Here q stands for momentum, and the above equation is referred to as the continuous, or momentum space, renormalization group.) Scale invariant continuum limits (thus massless eld theories) are then simply given by xed points: a @ @ S ['] = 0 : (2) a once all quantities have been rewritten in terms of dimensionless quantities, using
The massive continuum limits follow from tuning the relevant perturbations around these xed points. In such a setting one realises that various approximations can be made quite easily that preserve the structure of the continuum limit, while in other frameworks (for example when using truncations of DysonSchwinger equations) the continuum limit, equivalently renormalisability, is almost inevitably destroyed. 2 What are the possible approximations? The rst thought is to try truncating the space of interactions to just a few operators, however this results in a truncated expansion in powers of the eld ' (about some point). Such an approximation can only be sensible if the eld ' does not uctuate very much, which is the same as saying that it is close to mean eld, i.e. in a setting in which weak coupling perturbation theory is anyway valid. Studying the behaviour of truncations in a truly non-perturbative situation, one nds that higher orders cease to converge and thus yield limited accuracy, while there is also no reliability { e v en qualitatively { since many spurious xed points are generated. 3 This situation should be contrasted with truncations to a few operators in the real space renormalization group of spin systems, such as block spin renormalization group of the Ising model. Such truncations were extensively studied in the past, 4 and could be very accurate. 5 A modern variant produces spectacularly accurate results in low dimensions. 6 The powerful Monte-Carlo renormalization group methods, 7 are also based on such truncations. In the case of such simple discrete systems however, the expansion eectively results in a short distance expansion of the eective action, for example by keeping only the nite number of interactions linking nearest neighbours, then nextto-nearest neighbours, and so on.
The analogous expansion in our continuum case is, for smooth cuto functions C U V ,aderivative expansion of S ['] (equivalent to a Taylor expansion in the momenta of its vertices), 8;9 while for sharp cuto functions C U V ( q;) = ( q) it is an expansion in momentum scale j @ = j p=, where the coecients are not analytic in p but rather, non-trivial functions of the angles between various momenta which m ust be determined selfconsistently through the ow equation. 10 [The non-analyticity is a purely technical problem that is induced by the non-analyticity o f ( q).] At a n y rate, in both cases such a short distance expansion { where no other approximation is made { seems a particularly natural approximation to try, and in view of the discussion above, sensible results might w ell be expected providing the Wilson eective action S is`suciently well behaved': thus the approximation would fail if the higher derivative terms are not in some sense small, but this would indicate that a description in terms of the given eld content is probably itself inappropriate and other degrees of freedom should be introduced. This is an important point, to which I will return later.
Consider the case of O(N) invariant scalar eld theory, the so-called Nvector model. I shall start by using a sharp cuto and making the simplest such approximation { keeping only a potential interaction:
After appropriate scalings to dimensionless combinations, the ow equation is found to be:
Here ' p ' a ' a , 0 @ = @ ' , and I have i n troduced the dimension of the eld ': d = D=2 sine-Gordon models. 9 On the other hand, there is no need to impose V 0 (0) = 0 when N = 1 . This just allows a constant phase shift on critical sine-Gordon potentials, while in higher than two dimensions the power law constraint o n V now holds separately for ' ! 1 and ' ! 1 ( i.e. with possibly dierent coecients). Nevertheless, we h a v e conrmed that in this larger space, there is still only the one non-trivial xed point in three dimensions. While all this just reproduces the standard lore, note nevertheless how powerful the method is: the innite dimensional space of all possible potentials V (') has been searched for continuum limits. Clearly this is much more than is possible with other methods! Also, the continuum is actually accessed directly without the need to go through the construction of introducing an overall cuto 0 , a bare action S 0 , and then taking the continuum limit 0 ! 1 .
These properties are true also when the approximation is applied to the massive theory. In this case one must determine the form of the perturbations about the xed point. One can write V ('; ) = V (') + v ( ' ) ; (6) where eqn. (4) is linearised in and separation of variables has been used. Now, v (') satises a linear second order ODE, and once again we appear to have a continuously innite set of solutions, and for all choices of . In this case the crucial observation is that if, beyond the linearised level, the scale dependence of the perturbation is to be absorbed into an associated coupling g (), i.e. a renormalised coupling corresponding to universal self-similar ow about the xed point, then v (') has to behave a s v ( ' ) ' D =d as ' ! 1 . 14 For the same reasons as before, this typically allows only a countable number of solutions, but this time we also have linearity, which implies a normalization condition can be set, overconstraining the equations and resulting in quantization of . (Again, d = 0 provides an exception { resulting in more general perturbations with e.g. exponential or periodic behaviour. It is worth remarking that for d 6 = 0, the power laws given above are the unique powers required so that the physical c v and V are independent of , and therefore obtain a non-trivial nite limit as ! 0; this limit gives the Legendre eective potential 2 and thus the equation of state.)
Consider now the derivative expansion at O(@ 2 ). In this case we need to use a smooth cuto (as already discussed). The eective action takes the form
(where this last term is required only for N 6 = 1). In this case the xed point equations are a set of coupled second-order non-linear ODEs, one for each coefcient function (V , K and Z). This pattern holds to all orders of the derivative expansion. As previously, one can argue for specic power law behaviours for V , K and Z, and that typically only a countable number of non-singular solutions exist. But now there is another parameter to determine: the critical exponent from the anomalous scaling of '. The exact renormalization group has a ' reparametrization invariance 15;16 reecting the fact that physics is independent of the normalization of the eld, and this extra invariance turns the xed point equations into non-linear eigenvalue equations for , because it allows a normalization condition (e.g. K(0) = 1) and thus quantization of (in a similar way to the linear case above for perturbations.) There is a problem however: the derivative expansion generally breaks the reparametrization in- 
where U V ( q;) = C U V =q 2 , and the total action S 1
This equation is simply related to the Wilson equation 1 through ' 7 ! p C U V ' and H S int , 8;19 but in contrast to Wilsons, it has the intuitively nice property that eigen perturbations about the Gaussian xed point are precisely polynomials in the eld and its derivatives. Now in general, the reparametrization symmetry is given by a complicated functional integral transform, 16 so it is not surprising that a truncated derivative expansion destroys it { and in fact it is far from clear how to approximate at all in a way which preserves it.
(Let me emphasise that with broken reparametrization invariance, dening z(') through S int R V (') + (8), 19 but it would take us too far aeld to explain this.) However, a direct derivative/momentum-scale expansion of the Wilson ow equation leads to singular coecients with both of these cutos. 2;9;10;20 The way out of this diculty is to recognize that, from the form of the right hand side of eqn.(8), the Wilson eective action has a tree structure. 18 It is the Taylor expansion of the corresponding propagators that causes the problem. 2;9;10;20 Therefore, to overcome this diculty w e rst pull out the one particle irreducible parts.
It can be shown 2 that the one particle irreducible parts of S are generated by a Legendre eective action ['] equipped with infrared cuto C I R = 1 C U V ,i.e. related in the usual way to a partition function except that the bare action is modied to S 0 = 
In this form, the sharp cuto limit enjoys the simplest reparametrization invariance: 10 ' 7 ! a ' . F or the smooth power law cuto, certain momentum independent linear transformations on other quantities are also required. 8 Since these transformations are linear and momentum independent, a truncated derivative expansion now preserves the reparametrization invariance, while derivative/momentum-scale expansion of int is well-dened with these cutos, 8;10 because it results in Taylor expansion of the self-energy, rather than the propagator itself.
Returning now t o O ( @ 2 ), we need the smooth cuto and choose the integer as small as possible, to maximise the accuracy of the derivative expansion. 8 Table 1 24;25 We should thus expect that a derivative expansion is illbehaved, because the vertex functions are hiding within them the eects of this integrated out massless eld. To ameliorate this behaviour, we should include the bound state explicitly as an O(N) singlet eld, then amongst the new set of xed points in this enlarged space will be one with the same universal properties as the original N vector model, but with better behaved derivative expansion properties. Similar considerations should apply to xed points with fermions, particularly since the bound state elds here also correspond to the order parameter (a.k.a. fermion condensate). 27 The most impressive example so far however, is provided by the case of D = 2 dimensions. It had been conjectured by Zamalodchikov 28 that there should exist an innite series of multicritical points in the two dimensional Z 2 (i.e. ' $ ' ) symmetric theory of a single scalar eld, corresponding to the so-called unitary minimal models in CFT (conformal eld theory). Howeve r a v erication of this conjecture is in practice well outside the capabilities of the standard non-perturbative approximation methods: the corresponding expansions are so badly behaved as to be useless, e with similar diculties expected in resummed weak coupling perturbation theory, while lattice methods suer from diculties locating and accurately computing the multicritical points in these high dimensional bare coupling constant spaces. f All these methods also get rapidly worse with increasing operator dimension. In constrast,
at O(@ 2 ), the lowest order at which a xed point search through > 0 can be done, we uncover the multicritical points, and only these, g and nd an agreement with CFT that improves with increasing multicriticality and dimension. 9 The results are displayed in table 2, for the rst 10 (multi)critical points and up to the rst 10 operators. We see that there is a remarkable agreement between these thus lowest order results and CFT, spanning over two orders of magnitude. The worst determined numberisfor the tricritical point, which i s only accurate to 33%, but this gradually improves as m increases. (At m = 11, is o by 21%.) is worst determined at m = 3 (13%) after which all are determined to error less than 2% and decreasing with increasing m. Indeed, the best determined number is for m = 11, which is accurate to 0.2%. The worst determined operator dimension is the 3 rd at m = 5 (25%), after which errors decrease with increasing m and/or increasing dimension, so that all the rest have errors in the range 9% { 22%. Note that the low dimension operators e E.g. already with the tricritical point, O( 2 ) underestimates by a factor 1=100. The situation gets factorially worse as multicriticality is increased. at high order of multicriticality correspond to renormalization group eigenvalues which agree with CFT to better than 3 signicant gures. Fig.2 shows the xed point solutions for the rst three critical points. We also found some irrelevant operators which cannot be matched to operators in the CFT minimal models. This is the reason for the blank spaces in some corresponding CFT parts of the table. Examples of such operators have also been found (in the correction to scaling at the Ising critical point) by expansion and xed dimension resummed perturbation theory, 24 and argued for in exact treatments. 31 Further work is required to understand their true signicance.
Finally, what are the problems with this approach? The treatment of gauge theory present special problems: the formulation of a ow equation which properly treats the quantum aspects of gauge invariance non-perturbatively, and secondly, the construction of reliable approximations. The solution to the former must proceed in one of two w a ys: by allowing the cuto to break the gauge invariance and then attempting to recover it as the cuto is removed (via broken Ward identities), 32 or by generalizing the ow equations so that gauge invariance is not broken by the cuto. 35 While the rst method can be shown to work to all orders in perturbation theory, 33 it seems hopeless nonperturbatively. 34 It is surely through an exact preservation of the quantum gauge invariance that real progress will be made; a useable generalization of the pure U(1) case 35 may w ell be possible. Note however, that for the interesting cases (non-Abelian and greater than two dimensions), derivative expansions per se are anyway impractical due to the large number of independent gauge invariant combinations that can be formed even at lowest non-trivial order. 35 Instead, much more appropriate forms of approximation deserve study in this case, such as large N methods.
Returning to non-gauge theories, apart from the practical problem that higher orders in the derivative expansion get rapidly more complicated, one problem that this method shares with all other approximations to the renormalization group 4h is an unphysical dependence on the choice of cuto function. This dependence is not really a problem however if instead it is used to estimate a rough lower bound on the error of the approximation, and thus test the numerical reliability. 20 Indeed, if we compare the O(@ 0 ) N = 1 results in table 1, to the corresponding results for sharp cuto, = :70 and ! = :60, 13;8 then we see that the variation in the results is less than or of the same order as the deviation from the worlds best estimates. Another problem that has already been mentioned is that generically derivative expansions depend also on one unphysical parameter in the xed point solutions, due to loss of reparametrization invariance. In a similar way this is not a problem (if one knows about it!), but rather can be used to test numerical reliability in such approximations. 8;17 The real question that needs to be answered ultimately, i s whether the derivative expansion exists to all orders and converges, because of course if it does, these problems have to lessen and eventually disappear as the expansion is pushed to higher orders. This question is hard to answer in generality, but rather straightforward to analyse perturbatively for a specic theory. In A direct derivative expansion of the Wilson eective action does not converge already at one loop: it is again a result of expansion of the propagators inside the eective action (mentioned earlier). On the other hand, the Legendre ow equations give the exact answer to the one loop function already at O(@ 0 ). 2 Only the last two methods however converge at two loops. In particular, the sharp cuto case converges very fast at two loops, 10 and since it also preserves a simple reparametrization invariance, further work to overcome the practical diculties in its implementation 10 certainly seems called for. Although convergence even to all orders in perturbation theory, is no guarantee of convergence non-perturbatively (truncations in increasing powers of the eld trivially must converge at any xed order of perturbation theory, but as we have seen, fail to do so non-perturbatively), the natural conjecture is that these last two methods do converge non-perturbatively. The fact that the Legendre O(@ 0 ) approximation is exact at N = 1 11;23 lends further support to this conjecture. i Of course, negative answers to convergence do not exclude the rst two methods from being good model approximations at low orders. Although I have concentrated on the Legendre ow equation with power law cuto, derivative expansions of the Wilson / Polchinski equation are distinguished by their relative simplicity. Perhaps, by generalising the derivative expansion, one can preserve this simplicity while also preserving more of the structure of the exact renormalization group.
We remind that a large number of references to other work on the lowest order sharp cuto approximation have been collected. 10 We collect here corresponding smooth cuto versions not so far mentioned, 1;36 and similarly attempts to go beyond leading order in the derivative expansion. 37 There are also a number of examples that entertain the idea of derivative expansion but in practice make further truncations.
In conclusion, the derivative (momentum scale) expansion methods { where no other approximation is made { are potentially very powerful, particularly in genuinely non-perturbative settings where all other methods fail. In contrast to more severe truncations, all these variants are robust, in the sense that no spurious solutions have been found, while especially the Legendre ow equation with power law cuto yields very satisfactory numerical accuracy at low orders. The full potential of these methods is by no means yet realised, and much more theoretical progress on their properties is possible and expected.
